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In connection with continuum mechanics there are physically meaningful choices
of infinite-dimensional Banach spaces such that the domain of constitutive maps is
nowhere dense in them, as V. J. Mizel and C.-C. Wang Arch. Rational Mech.
.Anal. 23, 1996, 124]134 pointed out. Thus the usual differential calculus on open
sets cannot be applied there. Here we give a differentiability notion for maps f
defined on any convex subset of a Banach space that may be nowhere dense. When
the domain of f is open, this notion coincides with the usual one. We give the
definitions and prove the theorems related to first and higher order derivatives
of f. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A subset of a topological space is said to be nowhere dense if the interior
of its closure is empty. Maps defined on a nowhere dense subset of an
infinite-dimensional Banach space arise in the continuum theory of mate-
rials with memory.
 .Let l s l t be any function from R to any linear space; for any t g R
t . t .  .the function l ? defined by l s s l t y s ;s ) 0 is said to be the
 .history of l ? up to the time t.
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NOTE 371
A material with memory is defined by means of a set of constitutive
equations of the form
s t s f F t ? , u t ? , G t ? , 1 .  .  .  .  . .
 . where s t is the value of some state function such as the specific energy,
. t . t .specific entropy, heat flux, stress at the present time t, and F ? , u ? ,
t .and G ? are the histories of the deformation gradient F, temperature u ,
and temperature gradient G, respectively, up to the time t.
w xBy Noll's Reduction Theorem 4 in 1 the condition of material frame-
indifference implies that
s t s R t f U t ? , u t ? , G t ? RT t , 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
t T’ .  .where U ? is the history of the right stretch tensor U s F F and R t is
the rotation tensor. Note that U is symmetric and positive definite and the
 3=3.set Psym of all such tensors is a convex subset of Lin , R , the linear
space of all second order tensors. Furthermore for each s the triple
t .  t . t . t .. q 3L s s U s , u s , G s belongs to the convex subset Psym = R = R
of the linear space Lin = R = R3.
 .Let E be the Banach space formed by all Lebesgue- measurable
 . t .  t . t . t ..  .functions or histories L ? s F ? , u ? , G ? from 0, ` to V [ Lin
= R = R3 such that
1r2`
2t t 25 5 < <L ? [ L s h s ds - `, 3 .  .  .  .H
0
< t . < 2 < t . < 2 t .2 < t . < 2  .where L s [ F s q u s q G s and h ? denotes the influ-
ence function of the material.
t .By physical considerations one may require that the history L ? , ap-
 . t .pearing as an independent variable in 1 , is such that L s g A for almost
 . q 3 all s ) 0, for some possibly bounded subset A of Lin = R = R e.g.,
q 3.A s Psym = R = R .
 .That is, a natural domain U for any given constitutive map 1 may beA
chosen as the subset of the space E defined by
Lt ? g U m Lt s g A for almost all s ) 0. 4 .  .  .A
 .  .It is easy to show that A if A is con¨ex then U is con¨ex in E; B if A isA
 .bounded then U has no internal point; C if A is closed then U is closed;A A
 .hence D if A is bounded, closed, and con¨ex then U is nowhere dense inA
 .E see Section 2 .
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The standard differential calculus, which is concerned with maps defined
on open subsets of Banach spaces, cannot be used for the analysis of
constitutive maps in the thermodynamics of continuous media with mem-
ory.
w xMizel and Wang 4 pointed out that the natural domain of the constitu-
 .  t . t . t ..tive map 1 is the cone N in E formed by the histories F ? , u ? , G ?
such that
det F t s ) 0, u t s ) 0 for almost all s ) 0; .  .
they pointed out that N is nowhere dense in E. They also noticed that, in
order to use the standard notion of differentiability for a constitutive map
f , one should assume that f admits a smooth extension from the cone N to
the whole space E. Even if the above assumption on the constitutive maps
mathematically seems to be a natural one, it has no physical motivation.
 .Hence they proposed a new definition of Frechet differentiability forÂ
such maps, defined on nowhere dense sets, that avoided the above require-
ments for smooth extendibility of constitutive maps. In their paper they
re-examined Coleman's assumption of fading memory and proposed a
w xmodified version of the hypotheses occurring in the fundamental paper 2
on such materials. They did not require that the domain of f be convex.
w xPrecisely, Mizel and Wang 4, pp. 126]127 introduced the following
definitions.
 .  t . t . t ..  .DEFINITION 1.1. A function L ? s F ? , u ? , G ? : 0, ` ª V is
 .  .  .admissible if L ? g E and det F s ) 0, u s ) 0 for almost all s ) 0.
 .DEFINITION 1.2. The functional 1 is smooth if, for each fixed admissi-
 .ble L ? , the first order asymptotic expansion
5 5f L ? q G ? s f L ? q d f L ? ? G ? q o G ? 5 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
 .  .  .holds for all G ? g E for which L ? q G ? is admissible.
  ..Here d f L ? denotes a continuous linear functional defined on the
 .closed subspace of E spanned by the collection of all G ? such that
 .  .   ..L ? q G ? is admissible. It is assumed that the linear functional d f L ?
 .is continuous in L ? .
Note that the aforementioned closed subspace, which is the domain of
  ..  .d f L ? , is defined in correspondence with L ? , hence it might depend on
 .L ? . Here we show that in general if the domain of f is any convex subset
 .of a Banach space, then such a dependence disappears see Theorem 3.1 .
The aforementioned authors assumed that the domain of f is the
nowhere dense cone N in E. The remark of Mizel and Wang on the
domain of a constitutive map has been accepted by subsequent authors,
w x w xfor instance Coleman and Gurtin 3 and Day 6 .
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In the theory of continuous media, where bodies are defined by means
of constitutive maps, it is enough to require that these maps be continu-
ously differentiable. Indeed the localizations of the global equations of
thermodynamics involve at most the first derivatives of constitutive maps
 .in which occur as divergences and time-derivatives .
w x w xAlso Coleman and Gurtin 3 and Day 6 use notions of differentiability
for constitutive maps on nowhere dense sets, that are quite similar to the
differentiability notion introduced by Mizel and Wang. In fact, they use a
  .closed subspace of E that is defined just as its analogue V here see 6U
.below . But they bound their consideration to the notions related with
first-order differentiation. Furthermore they do not use the convexity
property for the domain of constitutive maps.
Here, with regard to maps on any given convex subset of a Banach
space, we show that the convexity property allows us to give the notion of
nth derivative for each n G 1.
The theory of differential calculus on convex subsets of Banach spaces
that we present here can be applied to the constitutive maps of simple
 .materials with fading memory provided the reduced form 2 for such maps
be employed. Obviously the theory of differential calculus set up here also
 .applies to constitutive maps of the general kind 1 , provided their domain
be restricted to irrotational histories.
w xIncidentally, note that in 8 a certain class of first-order PDEs in a
 .unknown constitutive mapping f is studied. Second derivatives of maps
occur for characterizing the solutions. There the domain of f is an open
subset U of a certain Hilbert space. By the results presented here, the
w xresults of 8 remain valid also in case U is a convex nowhere dense set. In
this way the constitutive mapping f does not need a smooth extension to
an open set containing the true physical domain that is nowhere dense.
In more detail throughout this paper we let E, F denote Banach spaces
and we let U denote a convex subset of E. As it is shown in Section 2
there are choices for E and U such that U is both convex and nowhere
dense in E. Hence in these cases within the frame of usual differential
calculus on open sets}briefly u.d.c.}one cannot consider differentiable
maps defined on U. But, as is explained above, differentiable maps defined
on certain nowhere dense sets are needed, for instance in continuum
mechanics.
Here we set up a framework for differential calculus related with maps
f : U ª F that are defined on an arbitrary convex subset U of E. Given
a g U we define the closed vector subspace V of E as the topologicalU
closure of the linear variety spanned by the set of vectors b in E such that
a q b g U ; that is,
 : 4G s b g E : a q b g U , V s Cl G . 6 .a U a
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We show that V does not depend on the particular choice of a g UU
 .Theorem 3.1 . That is, the set U as a whole determines the closed
subspace V of E.U
 .In u.d.c. the Frechet derivative f 9 a is a linear continuous map from EÂ
 .  .to F: f 9 a g L E; F . Here U is convex and it might be nowhere dense;
moreover in the domains of derivatives E is replaced by its closed
subspace V . Hence we show that by suitable changes, due to the replace-U
ment of E by V , and only using the property of convexity for U, we canU
w xproceed following, e.g., the classical framework of Cartan 7 and define
 . 2Frechet differentiable maps, twice differentiable maps, maps of class C ,Â
etc.
Many theorems of u.d.c. remain valid here with some minor changes.
Some other theorems admit a non-trivial extension, and are proved here in
 .greater detail. In particular we prove i the uniqueness of the first
 .  .derivative Theorem 3.2 , and ii the symmetry of the second derivative
 .  .  .f 0 a g L V , V ; F whenever f is twice differentiable Theorem 4.1 .U U
In Section 5 we note that Taylor's formula is true also in the framework
of the differential calculus presented here. Indeed, Taylor's formula is
based on the mean value theorem in integral form whose proof, exactly as
w xwritten in 5 , is valid here.
Incidentally, note that in order to prove the above theorems it is
essential to use a reduced form of the chain rule whose proof can be
w xdeduced from 7 with some obvious changes. In Section 6 we observe that
partial derivatives can be defined and handled as in the usual way.
Since Banach spaces are locally convex, our differential calculus reduces
to the standard one when the domain U of the map f is open.
2. A PHYSICALLY MEANINGFUL SUBSET OF A
BANACH SPACE THAT IS CONVEX AND
NOWHERE DENSE
Next we show that there are subsets of certain infinite-dimensional
Banach spaces that are both convex and nowhere dense. As is explained in
Section 1, such sets have their source in continuum mechanics: they
constitute the natural domain of the constitutive maps of continuous
bodies. We write such a proof because in our opinion it is not fully
intuitive to conceive a subset of some Banach space that be convex and
nowhere dense too.
 .  . w .Let h ? : 0, ` ª 0, ` be an influence function, that is, a continuous
function which is bounded, positive, monotone-decreasing, and square-
integrable. In continuum mechanics, with regard to simple materials with
memory, an influence function is used to characterize the rate at which the
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 w x.memory of the material fades e.g., see 2 . Consider the Banach space L2
formed by all measurable functions
j ? : 0, ` ª R, j s j s , 7 .  .  .  .
such that
1r2`
2 25 5j ? [ j s h s ds - `. 8 .  .  .  .H
0
 .For any given bounded interval A of 0, ` let
U s j ? g L : j s g A = ;s ) 0 . 9 4 .  .  .A 2
 .By the assertion 2.D below it follows that U is convex and nowhereA
dense in L .2
In general, for any positive integer n consider the vector space
 n n 4 n=nLin s x : R ª R : x linear , R 10 .  .
n n  n.of all linear maps from R into R or second-order tensors on R ,
equipped with the usual inner product, which in Cartesian coordinates
reads
n
T i j i jx ? x [ tr x x s x x , x , x g Lin. 11 . . 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
i , js1
 .  :By using the influence function h ? an inner product ? ,? for func-
 .  .tions g ? : 0, ` ª Lin can be defined asi
1r2`
2 :g ? , g ? s g s ? g s h s ds . 12 .  .  .  .  .  .H1 2 1 2
0
 .  .The vector space Lin formed by all functions g ? : 0, ` ª Lin such that` i
  .  .:g ? , g ? - `, with the norm
1r2`
2 225 5 < < < <g ? [ g s h s ds - `, g s s g s ? g s , 13 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H
0
 .induced by the inner product 12 , is a Hilbert space.
Now for any subset A of Lin let
U [ L ? g Lin : L s g A for almost all s ) 0 . 14 4 .  .  .A `
Incidentally note for n s 3 the set U becomes the natural domain for theA
constitutive maps of a three-dimensional continuous medium.
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Recall that a subset S of a vector space is convex if for any s and s0 1
in S the closed line segment
w xs , s s 1 y t s q ts : 0 F t F 1 15 4 .  .0 1 0 1
lies in S .
Choose any subset A of Lin and consider the subset U of LinA `
 .defined by 14 . The following assertions hold.
 .2.A If A is convex in Lin, then U is convex in Lin .A `
 .2.B If A is bounded, then U has no internal point.A
 .2.C If A is closed in Lin, then U is closed in Lin .A `
 .  .Hence as a consequence of 2.A ] 2.C it follows that
 .2.D If A is a subset of Lin which is bounded, closed, and convex, then
U is convex and nowhere dense in Lin .A `
 .  .  .Proof of 2. A . Let A ; Lin be convex. For any a ? g U and b ? gA
 .  .  .  .  .U the equalities 14 and 15 imply 1 y t a s q tb s g A for almostA
w x  .  .  .  .all s ) 0, ; t g 0, 1 . Hence 14 implies that 1 y t a ? q tb ? g U ,A
w x w  .  .x;t g 0, 1 ; i.e., the line segment a ? , b ? lies in U . Q.E.D.A
 .Proof of 2.B . If A : Lin is bounded, then there is r ) 0 such that
< <j - r ;j g A, 16 .
< <  .where ? denotes the norm on Lin which is induced by 11 . For any
 .  .s ) 0, e ) 0, with s y e ) 0, and j ? g U , let h ? g Lin such that0 0 A e `
i j .  .  .h ? ' 0 for i, j / 1, 1 ande
11 y1 < < < <h s s 4r 1 y e s y s for s y s F e , .  .e 0 0
11 < <h s s 0 for s y s ) e . .e 0
Obviously we have
h11 s F 4r ;s ) 0; .e
11 w xh s s 0 ;s f s y e , s q e , s ) 0; 17 .  .e 0 0
e e
11h s ) 2 r ;s g s y , s q . .e 0 0 /2 2
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 .  .  .Hence for l ? [ j ? q h ? we havee e
s qe02 211 25 5 < <l ? y j ? s h s h s ds. 18 .  .  .  .  .He e
s ye0
 .  .Equalities 17 and 18 yield
`22 25 5l ? y j ? - e [ 2e 4r h s ds. 19 .  .  .  .  .He 0
0
 .  .Thus l ? belongs to the open ball of Lin centered at j ? having radiuse `
 .  .  .  .e . By 14 , 16 , and 17 we have l s f A almost everywhere on’ 0 3 e
 .  .  .s y er2, s q er2 ; thus l ? f U . Note that, by 19 , e ª 0 as0 0 e A 2 0
 .e ª 0; hence j ? is not an internal point of U . Q.E.D.A
 .  .  .Proof of 2.C . Let A : Lin be closed. For each z ? g Lin , z ? f U` A
  . 4the set I [ s g R : z s f A has positive measure. Furthermore forz
<  . < 2each s g I , inf z s y x ) 0 because A is closed; hencez x g A
2 < < 2 2r [ inf z s y x h s ds ) 0. 20 .  .  .H
xgAIz
 .Now for any x ? g U we haveA
`
2 22 2 2< < < <z s y x s h s ds G z s y x s h s ds G r . 21 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H
0 Iz
 .As a consequence z ? is an internal point of Lin _ U and thus U is` A A
closed. Q.E.D.
 .  .Obviously, the assertions 2.A to 2.D remain in force, with proofs
similar to the ones above also for A : Lin = W where W is any finite-
dimensional linear space.
Incidentally, note that the set Psym, of all symmetric positive definite
tensors, is convex in Lin; therefore one can choose A as any convex subset
of Psym. This case is physically meaningful; indeed the domain of the
constitutive map for the stress in a mechanical body with fading memory
may be U for a suitable choice of A in Psym read Section 1, at theA
.beginning .
3. DIFFERENTIABILITY
w xFollowing Cartan 7 , we give the definitions below. Let E and F be
Banach spaces and let U be any subset of E, equipped with the relative
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topology. Throughout this paper we assume that
 .3.A U is a convex subset of the Banach space E containing at least
two distinct points.
In order to set up a differential calculus on convex sets and to empha-
size the fundamental qualitative changes with respect to u.d.c., here in
w xeffect we follow the classical frame of Cartan 7 . Hence certain definitions
and statements are quite similar to their correspondent definitions and
w xstatements in 7 .
For any point a g U we recall the equivalence relation of tangency at a
on the set of the maps from U to F.
 .DEFINITION 3.1. Assume 3.A ; we say that the maps f : U ª F and1
f : U ª F are tangent at a g U if the quantity2
5 5m r s sup f x y f x , 22 .  .  .  .1 2
xgU
5 5xya Fr
defined for r ) 0 suitably small, satisfies the condition
m r .
m r s o r , i.e., lim s 0. 23 .  .  .
rrª0
 .Incidentally, note that the limit in 23 is meaningful because U is2
5 5convex. Indeed this property implies that if x g U and x y a s r, then
w xthe line segment a, x lies in U, i.e., a is an accumulation point of U.
 .Remark 3.1. The condition 23 implies the continuity of the map
 .  .f y f at a and f a s f a .1 2 1 2
 .For a g U let G be the subset of E defined by 6 . Obviously we havea
the following
 .Remark 3.2. If 3.A holds and a g U, then x g U if and only if
x y a g G .a
Let V be the closed subspace of E generated by the set G :a a
 :  : 4V [ Cl G s Cl b g E: a q b g U . 24 .a a
Even if the vector subspace V of E is defined by using a given pointa
a g U, it does not depend on a.
THEOREM 3.1. If a g U and a9 g U, then V s V .a a9
Hence we set
 : 4V [ Cl b g E: a q b g U for some a g U ; 25 .U
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by Theorem 3.1 we have V s V for each a g U. This fact allows us toU a
define below the first derivative of f at any a g U as a linear continuous
 .map from V to F see Definition 3.2 .U
 :Proof. Choose a and a9 in U. We show that G ; G . Indeed, leta a9
 .  .  .b g G , i.e., a q b g U. Now by 6 we have i c s a q b y a9 g Ga a9
 .because c q a9 s a q b g U ; furthermore ii if d [ a y a9, then a9 q
d s a g U, i.e., d g G and a y d s a9 g U, i.e., yd g G . Thus d ga9 a
 :  :  :  .  .  :G l G . Hence b g G because, by i , ii , we have c g G ,a a9 a9 a9
 :  .d g G , and b s c y d. Now the equality 24 and the proved inclusiona9
 :G ; G imply V F V . Analogously one can show that V F V .a a9 a a9 a9 a
Q.E.D.
 .Now let V be any Banach space. Recall that L V; F denotes the
Banach space of continuous linear maps g : V ª F with the norm
5 5 5 5g [ sup g x . 26 .  .
5 5x F1
The next Theorem 3.2 states the existence of at most one continuous
linear map tangent to a given f : U ª F at any a g U. Incidentally, note
that an analogue of Theorem 3.2 for u.d.c. on open sets can be stated
simply by replacing
``U convex'' with ``U open'', ``V '' with ``E '', and,U
in 28 , ``x g U '' with ``x g E ''. .
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is slightly different than the proof of its
classical analogue because here U may be nowhere dense. Lastly we notice
that the next definitions and theorems of this section coincide with the
ones of u.d.c. provided E be replaced by V .U
 .THEOREM 3.2. Assume 3.A and let a g U. For any map f : U ª F
 .  .consider the incremental map relati¨ e to a defined as
x g U ¬ f x y f a . 27 .  .  .
 .There is at most one g g L V ; F such that the mapU
x g U ¬ g ? x y a 28 .  .
 .is tangent at a to the map 27 . If such a map g exists, then f is continuous
at a.
 .Note that by Remark 3.2 in 28 we can replace x g U by x y a g G .a
 .Hence the map g g L V ; F mentioned in Theorem 3.2 is the continuousU
 .linear extension of the map 28 from G to V .a U
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 .  . Proof. Let both g , g g L V ; F be tangent at a to the map 27 see1 2 U
.Definition 3.1 . The triangle inequality yields
5 5sup g ? x y a y g ? x y a .  .1 2
xgU
5 5xya Fr
5s sup g ? x y a y f x y f a .  .  . .1
xgU
5 5xya Fr
5y g ? x y a y f x y f a .  .  . .2
2
5 5F sup g ? x y a y f x y f a . 29 .  .  .  . . i
xgUis1
5 5xya Fr
Hence
5 5sup g ? x y a y g ? x y a s o r 30 .  .  .  .1 2
xgU
5 5xya Fr
 .  .because both g and g are tangent to f x y f a at a. Now we show that1 2
g s g on G . 31 .1 2 a
 .  .Indeed if g y g ? x y a / 0 for some x g U, i.e., for x y a g G ,1 2 0 0 0 a
w xthen by the convexity of U the line segment a, x lies in U ; thus for any0
5 5r - x y a we have0
5 5 5 5sup g y g ? x y a G sup g y g ? x y a .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
w xxgU xg a , x0
5 5xya Fr 5 5xya Fr
x y a0G sup g y g ? d .1 2  /5 5x y a0FdFr 0
x y a0s r g y g ? . .1 2  /5 5x y a0
5 5y1 5 .  .5Note that x y a g y g ? x y a does not depend on r ; hence0 1 2 0
 .  .  .the left-hand side of 30 cannot be o r and 31 is true. Lastly, the
 :linearity and continuity of g y g imply that g y g s 0 on V s Cl G .1 2 1 2 U a
Q.E.D.
Next we can give the differentiability notion for maps defined on any
convex set U, in a manner very close to u.d.c. By Theorems 3.1, 3.2 we can
 .regard the first derivative of f as an element of L V ; F .U
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 .DEFINITION 3.2. Assume 3.A . We say that the map f : U ª F is
 .differentiable at the point a g U if there exists g g L V ; F such thatU
the two maps
x g U ¬ f x y f a and x g U ¬ g ? x y a 32 .  .  .  .
are tangent at a. That is, such that
5 5 5 5f x y f a y g ? x y a s o x y a . 33 .  .  .  .  .
Obviously, by Theorem 3.2, if f is differentiable at a, then there is a unique
 .  .g g L V ; F such that the two maps 32 are tangent at a; furthermore fU 1, 2
is continuous at a.
If f is differentiable at a, then we set
f 9 a [ g f 9 a g L V ; F 34 .  .  .  . .U
and we call it the deri¨ ati¨ e of the map f at a.
DEFINITION 3.3. If the map f : U ª F is differentiable at any point
a g U, then we say that f is differentiable on U.
DEFINITION 3.4. We say that the map f : U ª F is continuously differ-
entiable, or that is of class C1, if
 .1 f is differentiable on U ;
 .  .2 the derivative f 9: U ª L V ; F is continuous.U
The classical chain rule theorem is used in the proof of the finite
 .increments theorem see Proposition 3.1 below when f is composed with
the segment map
w xs : 0, 1 ª U , s t s 1 y t a q t b. 35 .  .  .
The proof of this reduced form of the chain rule theorem, which is written
w xin 7, pp. 31]32 , remains in force.
The finite increments theorem, Proposition 3.1 below, is used to prove
 .the symmetry of the bilinear map f 0 a . The proof of Proposition 3.1
w x coincides with the one of Proposition 3.3.1 in 7, p. 45 . Obviously in
 .Proposition 3.3.1 the assumption 3.A of Proposition 3.2 is replaced by the
.hypothesis that U is open. The aforementioned proof remains in force
here because the set U s dom f is only used by means of its line segment
w xa, b ; the property of being open for U is not used because the restriction
w xof f to a, b is considered here.
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 .  .PROPOSITION 3.1 Finite Increments Theorem . Assume 3.A . Let the
map f : U ª F be differentiable on U and let a, b g U. Then
5 5 5 5 5 5f b y f a F b y a sup f 9 1 y t a q t b . 36 .  .  .  . .
0FtF1
For the same reasons also the proofs of the next theorem and corollary
coincide respectively with the ones of Theorem 3.3.2 and Corollary 3.3.3 in
w x7, p. 45 .
 .THEOREM 3.3. Assume 3.A . Let the map f : U ª F be differentiable on
U and for some k g R let
5 5f 9 x F k ; x g U . 37 .  .
Then
5 5 5 5f x y f x F k x y x ; x , x g U . 38 .  .  .2 1 2 1 1 2
 .COROLLARY 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 if f 9 x s 0 ; x
g U, then f is constant on U.
 .THEOREM 3.4. Assume 3.A . Let the map f : U ª F be differentiable on
 .  .U. Furthermore assume that there is g g L V ; F such that f 9 x s g ; xU
 .g U i.e., f 9 is constant on U . Then
f x s f a q g ? x y a ;a g U , ; x g U . 39 .  .  .  .
Proof. For a g U let us consider the map
d: U ª F , d x [ f x y g ? x y a ; x g U . 40 .  .  .  .
 .This map is differentiable on U and d9 s f 9 y g s 0 g L V ; F . HenceU
by Corollary 3.1, d is constant on U, i.e., there is c g F such that
 .  .d x s c ; x g U ; obviously c s f a . Q.E.D.
4. SECOND DERIVATIVE
By Theorem 3.1 the vector subspace V s V of E does not depend onU a
  .  ..  w x.a g U see 24 , 25 . Recall that by the natural isometry see 7, p. 26
we have
L V ; L V ; F , L V , V ; F . 41 .  .  . .U U U U
 .We use this identification everywhere. Hence the second derivative f 0 a
 .at a given point a g U can be regarded as an element of L V , V ; F .U U
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 .DEFINITION 4.1. Assume 3.A . We say that f : U ª F is twice differen-
tiable at the point a g U if f is differentiable at a and f 9 is differentiable
 .at a; by f 0 a we denote the derivative of f 9 at a. We have
f 0 a g L V , V ; F . 42 .  .  .U U
 .For the map f 0 a : V = V ª F we use the notationU U
h , k ¬ f 0 a ? h ? k f 0 a ? h g L V ; F . 43 .  .  .  .  . .  .U
 .Remark. The existence of f 0 a requires that for some e ) 0 the map f
 .  .be differentiable on U l B a, e where B a, e is the open ball of E
centered at a of radius e . Incidentally, note that for every a g U and
  .:  :e ) 0 by the convexity of U we have Cl G l B a, e s Cl G , i.e.,a a
V s V . 44 .U l Ba , e . U
In the above definition the differentiability of f 9 at a requires that f 9 be
 .defined on a convex subset U 9 of U. This might be U 9 s U l B a, e for
some e ) 0. Thus we can apply to f 9: U 9 ª F the differentiability Defini-
tion 3.2 because U 9 is convex.
 .DEFINITION 4.2. Assume 3.A . We say that f : U ª F is twice differen-
tiable on U if f is twice differentiable at any point a g U. In this case
 .x ¬ f 0 x is a bilinear map
f 0 : U ª L V , V ; F . 45 .  .U U
 .DEFINITION 4.3. Assume 3.A . We say that f : U ª F is twice continu-
ously differentiable, or of class C 2, on U if f is twice differentiable on U
 1 .and f 0 is continuous i.e., f 9 is C on U .
 .In order to prove Theorem 4.1 on the symmetry of f 0 a we need the
lemma below where for a g R and a g U we put
 4a G s a b: b g G , anda a
 4M G s x g E: 'b g G , 'm g R, x s mb .a a
 .  .LEMMA 4.1. Assume 3.A . If a g U and h, k g G , then h q k r2 ga
G .a
Proof. If h, k g G , i.e., a q h g U and a q k g U, then the linea
w x  . .segment a q h, a q k ; U because U is convex. Hence 1 y t a q h
 . w x  .q t a q k g U, ;t g 0, 1 and for t s 1r2 we have a q h q k r2 g U,
 .i.e., h q k r2 g G . Q.E.D.a
NOTE384
 .THEOREM 4.1. Assume 3.A . If the map f : U ª F is twice differentiable
 .at a g U, then the second deri¨ ati¨ e is a symmetric bilinear map f 0 a : V =U
V ª F, i.e.,U
f 0 a ? m ? n s f 0 a ? n ? m ;m , n g V . 46 .  .  . .  . U
 .  .  .  .Proof. For any 2h, 2k g G = G let A h, k : 1r2 G = 1r2 G ªa a a a
F be the symmetric map defined by
A h , k [ f a q h q k y f a q h y f a q k q f a . 47 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .Note that the right hand side of 47 is well defined because by Lemma 4.1,
a q h q k g U, where U is the domain of f.
w xNote that the steps of the proof of Eq. 5.14 in 7, p. 66 , which coincides
 .with 48 below, remain in force here also under the hypotheses of the
present theorem; indeed those steps rely on the finite increments theorem;
hence we have
25 5 5 5 5 5A h , k y f 0 a ? k ? h s o h q k , 48 .  .  .  . . .
and analogously
25 5 5 5 5 5A k , h y f 0 a ? h ? k s o h q k . 49 .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .By 48 , 49 it follows that
25 5 5 5 5 5f 0 a ? h ? k y f 0 a ? k ? h s o h q k . 50 .  .  .  . .  .  .
w .Hence there is a map r : V = V ª 0, ` such thatU U
25 5 5 5 5 5f 0 a ? h ? k y f 0 a ? k ? h s r h , k h q k 51 .  .  .  .  . .  .
and
lim r h , k s 0. 52 .  .
 .  .h , k ª 0, 0
For m, n g M G let s g R be sufficiently small such that 2 sm, 2 sn g G ;a a
 .then Eq. 51 holds for h s sm, k s sn; hence
25 5 5 5 5 5f 0 a ? sm ? sn y f 0 a ? sn ? sm s r sm , sn sm q sn . .  .  .  . .  .
53 .
 .Now by the linearity of f 0 a we have
22 25 5 5 5 5 5s f 0 a ? m ? n y f 0 a ? n ? m s r sm , sn s m q n 54 .  .  .  .  . .  .
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and hence the equality
25 5 5 5 5 5f 0 a ? m ? n y f 0 a ? n ? m s r sm , sn m q n 55 .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .holds ;m, n g M G . In view of 52 , by taking the limit of 55 , as s ª 0,a
we see that the map
f 0 a ? m ? n y f 0 a ? n ? m 56 .  .  . .  .
 .is identically zero on M G = M G . Recall that the map 56 is bilinear anda a
 :  :.continuous on V = V ; hence it is identically zero on Cl G = G sU U a a
 :  :  .Cl G = Cl G s V = V too, and 46 is proved. Q.E.D.a a U U
Lastly note that we can state Theorem 3.4 in terms of second deriva-
tives; as a result we have the corollary below, whose easy proof uses
Corollary 3.1.
 .COROLLARY 4.1. Assume 3.A and let the map f : U ª F be twice
 .differentiable on U. If f 0 s 0 on U, then there is g g L V ; F for whichU
f x s f a q g ? x y a ;a g U , ; x g U . 57 .  .  .  .
5. TAYLOR'S FORMULA
Exactly as in u.d.c., for a map f : U ª E we can define higher order
w x  .derivatives and for a map g : a , b ª F a , b g R, a - b , we can
define the integral
b w xg see, e.g., 5, pp. 101]102 . .H
a
The mean value theorem in integral form, which is stated below, is a
 . w x  .direct consequence of both i the italicized assertion in 5, p. 101 and ii
w x wthe lemma in 5, p. 102 , by just using the same elementary proof in 5, p.
x103 .
 . 1THEOREM 5.1. Assume 3.A and let the map f : U ª F be of class C .
Then
1 1
f a q h y f a s f 9 a q t h h dt s f 9 a q t h dt ? h. .  .  .  .H H
0 0
Taylor's formula below also holds for maps defined on convex sets; it is a
consequence of Theorem 5.1 just with the same proof which is written in
w x5, p. 110 .
NOTE386
 .  .THEOREM 5.2 Taylor's Formula . Assume 3.A and let the map f :
p  .U ª F be of class C . Let a g U and h g G thus a q h g U . Denote bya
k .  .h the k-tuple h, h, . . . , h . Then
f 9 a f  py1. a .  .
 py1.f a q h s f a q h q ??? q h q R , .  . p1 p y 1 ! .
where
 .py11 y t .1  p. pR s f a q t h h dt . .Hp p y 1 ! .0
6. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
For i s 1, . . . , n let we assume that E is a Banach space and U is ai i
convex subset of E . Let U s U = U = ??? = U . Obviously U is convexi 1 2 n
in E s E = E = ??? = E , and if every U is nowhere dense in E , then U1 2 n i i
is nowhere dense in E. The partial maps and the partial derivatives of
f : U ª F can be defined just as in u.d.c. Furthermore many theorems of
u.d.c. remain true in the framework of differential calculus presented here
provided in their statements and proofs little changes be made. For
w xinstance the proofs of the propositions in 7, pp. 38]39 remain true
provided E be replaced by V and E by V .U i U i
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